Phantom History and Characters PowerPoint

1) The Phantom of the Opera was a novel written by Gaston Leroux in the year ____________.

2) The Opera manager paid the Phantom ____________ francs a month to stay in his lair.

3) The Phantom’s real name is ________________.

4) Erik’s father was a master ____________, who planned and constructed buildings.

5) Erik built an elaborate palace for the Shah of _______________ called Mazenderan.

6) Erik’s favorite weapon as an assassin was called his Punjab ________________

7) After being exiled again, from Constantople this time, Erik spends time with the Tonkin ________________, learning many fighting and survival skills.

8) Eventually, Erik wants to live a normal life, so he moves to ______________ and works as a contractor building houses.

9) The bulk of the story takes place in the Opera House during the ________________.

10) Carlotta is the opera’s headliner ________________ singer.

11) _____________ is the name of the leading male tenor singer in the Operas.

12) The new owners are Mr. Richard ________________, and Mr. Gilles ________________.

Characters: Make small notes to yourself about each character.

**Raoul**
- He comes from a wealthy family
- His title is the Vicomte de Chagny

**Christine Daae**